
Why  
Watershed?

Because we believe 
good food and drink 

make the world  
a better place.

We’ve built our 
business around that.

You can, too.



Building Brands 
in the artisan 

economy

details matter

Seeing the big picture is important, but details creep into your consciousness. The color of your walls, the 
paper you choose, the kind of salt you serve, the five little words of your tagline — all small details that signal so much: 

good taste  —  your unique personality  —  thought leadership  —  newsworthiness

aBility to execute on a concept  —  cohesiveness of your vision

Because of our backgrounds (we’re a cultural anthropologist and a food editor), we’re good at reading the details of the  
current consumer landscape and ensuring that your details speak volumes.



Building Brands 
in the artisan 

economy

Digging into business with our cultural anthropologist’s mindset and years of magazine planning, we’ve 
learned to tune out the trend du jour – farm-to-table! – and tune in to what’s just over the horizon. We’re expert at 
finding that sweet spot, the intersection of where consumers are focusing now and where they’ll be looking in the next 
quarter, in five years, in ten years. Too much in the present, and before you know it, you’re passé…too far ahead, and 
your audience is not yet ripe for your message.

Let us tell you where we think the sweet spot is for your business.

if everybody’s talking about it, it’s too late
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Every aspect of your story should be built on truth, but sometimes the best way to tell that story  
is by scratching through the facts to find the part that speaks to your psyche, the emotional truth. 

We’ve developed a method that helps you discover how to make the facts of your business translate to emotions that 
matter to your customers. Our “Circle of Resonance” messaging workshops help you build a more powerful business  
communications strategy.

there’s the literal truth, and then there’s the third chakra
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We know honesty – sometimes brutal honesty – is key to building trust, credibility and authority  
with media and other communication partners. And sometimes being honest means not promoting our own client.

We’re wise enough to say “no” in the short-term so that we get more “yes” over the long run. And we’ll say “no”  
to you, too, if that’s the right answer, even if it risks getting less work.

sometimes you get the best results by not getting any results
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If you love your work, your instinct is to tell the big, all-encompassing story about your company.
But “all about” is too much information for anyone to get their arms around – there are no sharp edges to grab onto, 
and no way to go deep. A story that’s about everything is ultimately about nothing … other than self-promotion. 

We know how to hone your story into specific, compelling, and newsworthy nuggets. When done right, these small 
elements speak volumes — they show rather than tell — about your brand as a whole. 

the biggest story can start with the smallest idea
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Relying only on “news” to get people talking means you’re relying on novelty instead of substance.  
But we believe that there’s a way to find fascinating, newsworthy themes and features about your brand, if you’re  
curious – we are! – and if you know how to connect with consumers’ areas of interest – we do! 

Creating experiences and messages that link the best of your brand with your customers through valid engagement 
is more powerful than a million new products.

you don’t have to be new to create news
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We believe that even in a crowded field, there’s always a way to find your own unique position and use  
it strategically. We’ve helped beer, wine, spirits, and food companies move their products from run-of-the-mill  
mainstream status to sought-after premium brands by helping them find the authenticity of their brand, and  
then communicating that effectively to the correct audience. Like the rest of the world, the food world needs  
biodiversity, and your uniqueness is the way to supply that.

we agree with the botanists – biodiversity is critical
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Big budgets are nice, but… they’re not always necessary. With a passionate business owner, and  
a product we believe in, we can produce results using the resources in scale with your operations. We’re also willing to 
be flexible where it matters, sometimes even by becoming investors in your business. Look at our section on How We 
Work and then let’s start a conversation about how to structure a relationship that’s a success for both of us.

passion trumps size



Watershed Communications
431 n.w. flanders street, suite 100 / portland, or 97209 / 503-827-6564

25 w. 13th street, suite 5fs / new york city, ny 10011 / 212-924-5384

www.watershedcom.com


